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Abstract. The purpose of the work is to develop a method of diagnostics and control of oil production
equipment to improve energy efficiency and optimize operation modes, through the use of a wattmeter
program and its spectrum. The method of diagnostics according to the wattmetrogram is based on obtaining
the active power spent by the electric motor for one period of rocking of the rocker. Analysis of the
spectrum of wattmetrograms makes it possible to more accurately diagnose defects of this equipment. Thus,
control over the spectra of the wattmetrogram is a more accurate and promising method of diagnosing
equipment. Materials and methods: In the development of this issue, both domestic and foreign literature
was used. The technical data of the control stations and sensors were used on the basis of actual electrical
equipment. The prospects and benefits of using diagnostic options weltmetropole: relatively small number
of sensors (current and voltage transformers); ability to measure the electric power consumed by the drive;
ability to integrate with automated systems of technical and commercial electricity metering; the task is
relevant already today, but it is quite promising in the future, due to the rapid development of technologies
that allow for digital processing of wattmetrograms; use of these technologies in practice; economic
advantages over similar representatives of this segment; service life of more than 20 years; ability to work
in a wide temperature range -40 — +60.

1 Introduction
One of the leading industries of the Russian Federation
is the oil and gas industry. According to experts, this is
48% of all revenues of the Federal Budget. The cost of
the Russian ruble, therefore, and the Russian economy as
a whole, largely depend on world oil prices. Most of the
oil wells are operated by sucker-rod pumping units
(SRPU) (Fig. 1). SRPU drives are equipped with jack
pump that convert rotary motion of engine shaft into
reciprocating motion of rod suspension point.
Continuous monitoring and diagnosis of SRPU
equipment condition is currently the most important
aspect for avoiding the occurrence of emergency
situations in wells caused by equipment malfunctions.
The use of the SRPU provides:
- the ability to extract reservoir fluid from units to
hundreds of cubic meters per day at acceptable energy
costs;
- easy maintenance and repair in the field;
- low influence (in comparison with other methods)
on the operation of the SRPU, the chemical and physical
properties of the liquid;
- low requirements for the qualification of personnel.
Rod downhole pumping units consist of ground and
underground equipment (Figure 1).
The ground equipment includes •
• electric motor;
• gear box;
*

• crank mechanism
• load balancer;
• square shaft and bearings;
• balancer head;
• base of the rocking machine (SC);
• cable;
• traverses;
• oil seal device;
• the tee.
The underground equipment includes:
• pump and compressor pipes (tubing);
• rods;
• pump working cylinder;
• pump plunger (piston).
During operation, the energy from the engine is
transferred via a gear to the crank mechanism that
converts rotational motion of the output shaft of the
reducer via the balancer head, the reciprocating
movement of the column of rods. The plunger, which is
connected to the column, also performs a reciprocating
motion.
When the plunger moves up, the pressure of the
liquid closes the discharge valve located above the
plunger, the liquid moves up along the column of pump
and compressor pipes - it is pumped out. At this time, the
suction inlet valve is open and the volume of the pump
cylinder under the plunger is filled with liquid.
When the plunger moves down, under the pressure of
the liquid column, the suction valve closes, and the
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discharge valve opens and liquid flows into the overplunger space of the cylinder.
The liquid raised to the surface enters the field
collector through the side outlet of the wellhead gland.

Wattmetering is one of the leading in terms of
information content by the method of monitoring and
diagnostics of the equipment of SRPU. The ease of
measuring the amount of power consumed by the electric
motor is an advantage of wattmetering, for this it is
necessary to install only voltage and current measuring
transformers at three phases of the electric motor, there
is also the possibility of keeping records of the electricity
consumed by the SRPU [2].
To analyse wattmetrograms, you will need an array
of data consisting of instantaneous values of current
and voltage, followed by their multiplication in one
period of swing. Also, active, reactive and full power,
power factor, current and voltage values can be obtained
from these arrays.
An array is an ordered set of elements, each of which
stores one value, the array has a constant length and
stores units of data of the same type, and numbers
(points) act as indexes.
Wattmetering makes it possible to detect the
following failures of the electric motor: current overload,
phase skew, deviation of the frequency of the supply
voltage, etc. Wattmetrogram allows real-time monitoring
of such faults as: breakage of rods, defect in mechanical
drive, namely beating in reduction gear box, unbalancing
of counterweights, defect of both pressure and suction
valves, fountain manifestations in boreholes, breaking
and slipping of belts, faults of polished rod and plunger
[1].
Wattmetering module, current and voltage sensors.
The electronic wattmetering module is designed to
monitor and diagnose an oil well equipped with a
sucker-rod well pump as part of a hardware and software
complex.
When operating as part of this complex, the module
provides the solution of the following tasks: operational
detection of emergency situations and non-conformity of
equipment operation modes, automation of the bellcrank, optimization of equipment operation modes,
receipt of operational information about the state of the
object on the operator's console or via the telemechanics
network.

Fig. 1. Sucker-rod pumping units.

Monitoring of SRPU equipment statuses by
wattmetrogram.
The main task of SRPU diagnostics is to determine
the technical condition of the equipment and its
components, as well as to identify malfunctions for the
purpose of rational planning of maintenance, operation
and repair to ensure the required reliability.
Wattmetering is one of the methods of diagnosing
SRPU, which allows to identify the main malfunctions
of the mechanical part of the equipment of the bellcrank. The wattmetrogram is the dependence of
instantaneous values of active power consumed by the
SRPU electric motor on time depending on the crank
rotation angle: P (t), P (ϕ), where t is the time during one
period T of rocking of the plant balancer, ϕ - is the crank
rotation angle. (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Wattmetrogram at normal operation of the unit.
Fig. 3. Location of sensors installation on the jack pump (top
view).

As a diagnostic tool, wattmetering began to be used
earlier than dynamometering. In the USSR, scientists,
Doctor of Technical Sciences Krichke Vladimir
Oskarovich developed electronic analog devices for
processing wattmetrograms in 1975. However, the
widespread use of this diagnostic method was prevented
by the low calculated power of the controllers.

Figure 3 shows the locations of the sensors, where 1
is the bottom dead center sensor for determining the
period of operation of the bell-crank, 2 is the
wattmetering module, 3 are the current and voltage
sensors.
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This method uses current and voltage sensors based
on the Hall Effect; they are used to measure AC and DC
current or voltage. The main element of these sensors is
a thin rectangular semiconductor plate with four
electrodes. One pair of contacts is connected to short
sides of plate to supply control current. These contacts
are called current electrodes. The other pair of contacts is
located in the middle of the long sides and is intended
for voltage removal. They are called Hall or output
electrodes. If the plate penetrates the magnetic flux, then
under the action of the Lorentz force, the movable
charge carriers form a control current, which leads to a
change in the number of charge carriers at the ends of
the plate. So there's a Hall voltage on the output
electrodes.
The wattmetering module is designed to measure
currents, voltages, power consumption and electricity by
three phases of electric motors of bell-cranks, as well as
for a periodic set of wattmetrograms. It is installed in the
well control cabinet or other cabinet in accordance with
the design documentation.
The module performs the following functions:
- periodic measurement of instantaneous (during the
period of measured alternating current) values of
voltages and currents by three phases of the measured
network,
- calculation of period (frequency) of measured
alternating current by phase A,
- calculation of voltage and current values acting for
the period by three phases,
- calculation of total power, active power and factor
three-phase power,
- calculation of phase shift between phase voltages
A and B, A and C,
- calculation and periodic accumulation of electric
energy in three phases,
- periodic (with a given period) updating of arrays of
active values of currents, voltages and active power in
three phases.
During operation, the module cyclically measures the
values of current and voltage supplied to the input
terminals of the connector. According to measured
instantaneous values of currents and voltages of three
phases, the microcontroller of the module calculates the
declared parameters of power consumed by the
equipment.
In order for the module to operate, the input voltage
amplitude of phase A must be greater than 20 volts AC.
Otherwise, microcontroller calculations cannot be
performed and all results will be missing or may be
incorrect.
Calculation of claimed parameters for each phase is
carried out independently (except for voltage phase
shifts between phases A and B, A and C).
Typical faults of the SRPU.
Let us consider typical malfunctions of WCS
detected using wattmetrograms. Red vertical elevations
show the so-called rolling period of the oil bell-crank or
the lower position of the polished rod.

a

b
Fig. 4. Pressure valve defect a) wattmetrogram
b) dynamogram.

a

b
Fig. 5. Presence of gas in well a) wattmetrogram
b) dynamogram.
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The
dynamogram
corresponding
wattmetrogram is also installed (Fig. 8).

to

this

a
Fig. 8. Dynamogram from the effective SRPU.

On the constructed dinomogram, we see an implicit
defect in the small impacts of the plunger on the upper
limiting nut of the insertion pump (Fig. 8). To identify
this defect on the wattmetrogram, a number of
transformations and calculations must be carried out
(figures 9... 11).
Wattmeter processing starts with a smooth plot. To
build it, we will use the Chebyshev low-pass filter
(moving average filter) in the MATLAB software
complex and build a smoothed wattmetrogram.
b
Fig. 6. Breakage of rods a) wattmetrogram b) dynamogram.

Figures 4... 6 show typical failures of jack pump and
their
manifestations
on
wattmetrograms
and
dynamograms. As can be seen from the figures, the
failures of the jack pump have a clear reflection on the
form of the wattmetrogram, which is manifested, in
particular, by the change in the area ratio of the two
halves of the wattmetrogram.
Fig. 9. Smoothed plot of the wattmetrogram.

2 Results and Discussion

Next, the wattmetrogram array is run through the
filter, cutting off the constant (low-frequency)
component to see vibrations, shocks, and noises. The
high-frequency component is located relative to the zero
axis, so it has negative values. This allows you to see the
presence of impacts, jams at certain points in time, to
detect defects in the bell-crank and reduction gear (in
gears).

To determine the state of jack pump , studies were
carried out at the current SRPU to analyze the technical
state of oil equipment by wattmetering and
dynamometering. Based on the obtained data, a
wattmetrogram was built in the software complex for
solving the problems of technical calculations
"MATLAB" (Fig. 7).

Fig. 10. Wattmetrogram array after filtering.

Then we build the spectrum of this wattmetrogram,
passing it through a high-frequency filter, thereby

Fig. 7. Wattmetrogram with the current SRPU.
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with a high frequency from the
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
Fig. 11. Frequency spectrum of the signal in two-dimensional
and three-dimensional form.

7.

By analysing the array of wattmetrograms and its
spectrum (Fig. 10 and Fig. 11), it can be argued that at
26.37 and 39 second there is an excess of the average
value of noise energy by 2.5 times and more, which
corresponds to shocks with a frequency of 0.8... 1Hz. As
we can note, at 37 seconds there is the greatest shock,
which is also diagnosed using the constructed
dynamogram (Fig. 8).

8.

9.

3 Conclusion
The wattmetering method historically appeared earlier
than the dynamometering method, but was not so
developed due to the lack of fast computer calculation,
unlike dynamometering, according to which many
scientific papers were written.
Building a dynamogram using wattmetering and
modern computer equipment will help increase the
efficiency of both methods, on the part of wattmetering this is the ease of installation, the minimum number of
sensors and a deeper analysis of faults using the
spectrum of wattmetrograms, and on the side of
dynamometering - this is the development of this topic.
Together, the resulting equipment diagnostic method has
advantages over other non-destructive diagnostic
methods.
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